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and would pave the way for the revival of the Balkan League. Bratiano, however, would not part with Dobrudja unless Rumania was compensated by the annexation of Bessarabia, a proposal Sazonov would not even discuss. Meanwhile Bucharest played for time, and as the fortunes of war turned against the entente the Rumanian demands became more exacting. The ethnographical principle which Sazonov proposed to make the basis of the allocation of Austro-Hungarian territories to Rumania was lost sight of in the process of discussion. The revised Rumanian claims comprised the districts of the Banat inhabited by Serbs and those of Bukovina inhabited by Ukrainians. There was a sharp divergence of opinion among the allies as to Rumania's part in the war. Sazonov advocated benevolent neutrality that would cut off the central Powers from Rumanian oil and wheat; Grey and Del-casse insisted on belligerency "at any cost/' as the French foreign minister put it to Izvolsky in June, 1915. Russian military opinion on the desirability of Rumanian participation in the war was divided and shifting. In May, 1915, the Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich held that in view of the intervention of Italy Rumanian belligerency was a matter of "secondary importance" and her demands "exorbitant and unacceptable." Six weeks later his chief of staff, lanushkevich, wrote to Sazonov that, because of the unfavorable trend of military events, the declaration of war by Rumania was eminently desirable and her terms should be agreed to at once. In the summer of 1916 General Alekseev, a former opponent of Rumanian intervention, joined the allied military leaders in a peremptory request that Rumania declare war without further delay; in case of non-compliance the promises of compensation were to be null and void. It was this ultimatum, coupled with the success of the Brusilov offensive, that finally forced Bratiano to take the plunge. The convention signed by Rumania and the allied Powers on August 17,1916, N.S., accepted practically in their entirety the Rumanian demands, including those Sazonov had long held to be inadmissible. Ten days later Rumania declared war. The decisive and speedy defeat of her armies and the seizure of most of her territory and natural resources by the enemy was a blow to allied hopes and, perhaps, a vindication of those who, like Sazonov, had opposed Rumanian intervention.
The international situation in Greece differed from the pattern observed in the other Balkan states. The so-called pio-German and pro-Austrian faction, which somewhat illogically was deemed to include

